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Aieden DYNAMIC is a swing-trading algorithm generating BUY and SELL signals for the Nasdaq100 index. Aieden 
DYNAMIC uses frequency based filters, statistical techniques and volatility adjustment to identify highs and lows in 
the price of the Nasdaq_100 index and initiate signals at the respective HIGH and LOW price levels. Some key 
technologies used in Aieden DYNAMIC are zero-lag filters used in a proprietary way for added noise rejection and 
ATR  filters for trend and volatility detection. 
 
Aieden DYNAMIC has been under development and testing for a period of 18 months and has generated live 
performance in 2022 consistent with backtest results. Aieden DYNAMIC is available on the cTrader Copy ecosystem 
and our master strategy provider account is hosted by Skilling, a globally regulated international broker.  
 
The benefits of mirroring Aieden_DYNAMIC signals with your account on the cTrader Copy ecosystem are as 
follows: 
 

• Differentiated performance using proprietary techniques 
• Turnkey system - works 24/7 on a Contabo, cloud VPS setup optimized for uptime 
• Reasonable worst case drawdown of 20% 
• Professional development, testing and free upgrades to the algorithm and strategy for users 
• Pay for success model with a high watermark (i.e. if you pay for performance that then erodes, you don’t 

pay again until that performance is obtained again) 
• Can be copied at will from any supporting cTrader Copy regulated broker (we recommend Skilling to 

match brokers between Master Strategy account and Copy Account) 
• Backtest results back to 2016, in live operation since April 2022 
• Backed by a company with public profile founders, offering support services 

 
 
To open an account on Skilling, use the following link:  
 
https://bit.ly/3E3E95k 
 
Below you can see the backtest performance of Aieden DYNAMIC from 1/1/2022 to 1/10/2022. This performance is 
achieved with 1 proportional leverage (which means the algorithm signals take into account that the portfolio money 
is invested in full but without additional leverage). 
 
 



 
 
 
Now we look at the trade statistics tab and we see that we had 243 trades in this period, 127 which were winners 
and 116 which were losers. We can also see that the maximum equity drawdown (which is the worst case loss from 
high to low in the account in this period) was 11.99%. We recommend that a user only subscribe to the algorithm if 
they can tolerate up to 2x the worst case drawdown. This means that up to 24% drawdown could happen in normal 
operation of the trading system strategy.  
 
 

 
 



We run a cTrader instance on a Contabo extra secure VPS server that has 24/7 uptime maintenance. We also ensure 
that Aieden_DYNAMIC sends heartbeat signals every hour so that we can intervene in case there is any issue in the 
execution of the algorithm or the hardware it runs on. You can rest assured that the deployment of the algorithm is 
professionally managed 
 
If you would like to follow the strategy signals either with a demo or live account please take the following steps: 
 
Step 1: Create your own cTtrader account on a cTrader Copy supporting broker  
Open a cTrader account on any broker that supports cTrader Copy. We recommend Skilling as our strategy provider 
account is there.  
 
https://bit.ly/3LXANCW 
 
Step 2: Go to cTrader Copy Marketplace 
Visit the cTrader Copy ecosystem marketplace directly to the Aieden_DYNAMIC page 
Follow the link below to get directly to the cTrader Copy ecosystem page for Aieden_DYNAMIC. User your cTrader 
credentials from Step 1 to log into the copy ecosystem page.  
 
https://app.ctrader.com/copy/strategy/54178 
 
Here you can see the strategy description and the terms. We charge 25% performance fee which means we only get 
rewarded if the signals are creating profits for your account. cTrader Copy employs a high watermark model which 
means that if we grow one month but then struggle another month to grow - the platform and broker will make sure 
that we do not get rewarded again until we can re-grow your account equity to the point that it was when you paid 
us performance fees. This means you do not double pay for the same equity performance due to algorithm 
volatility.  
 
You need a minimum of 1k to trade the strategy. In the future we aim to have offerings for 1k, 5k and 20k minimum 
buy-in. We will then continue improving our strategies and deploy our best technologies on the higher minimum 
strategy, the next best set of technologies on the mid-range and finally our less mature technology on the lowest 
buy-in strategies. For now we deploy the best technology with a low buy-in of 1k.  
 
Step 3: Click on follow strategy 
Its that simple - by clicking on “Start Copying” your account will mirror the trades in our provider account.  
 

 
 
For any questions or feedback please contact us through the following: 
Website: www.aieden.tech 
Email: info@aieden.tech 
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/+qIh2YViBo6gzZWVk 
Twitter: @Aiedentech 
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/aieden-technologies/ 
 

 
 


